
All larger inverter generators feature an i-Monitor™ on the front
panel. The i-Monitor™ provides information for hours of 
operation, wattage and engine speed, as well as diagnostics for
convenient dealer servicing.

A near perfect combination of
power and portability, the NOVA-
LITE features a dependable Honda
EB-3000 generator with GFCI and a

run time of 6 to 9 hours, all with power
to spare. This super-quiet power plant is
rack mounted on a custom built handcart
for easy and fast portability. Two 500W
Quartz Halogen Tele-Lites® are mounted
on rugged telescoping supports making
them instantly ready for use. Raise them up
to 82" from the ground, rotate and angle
them to get light exactly where you need
it. Two more 500W Quartz Halogen 
Tele-Lites® are rack mounted on the back
side of the cart. That makes a total of 2000
watts of brilliant quartz halogen lighting
right where you need it. At only 140 lbs.,
the NOVA-LITE is easy to maneuver with

its rugged off-set stainless steel 
handle. The NOVA-LITE. Put it on

your team and win against the
darkness.

These are compact generators with
Briggs & Stratton engines, all copper 
windings and totally brushless water-
proof enclosures. All models are
120/240 volts and have electric start
with recoil backup. There are circuit
breakers on all receptacles. Generators
are available in 5 or 8 HP models; 5 HP
only available in 120V.

The AZ444 and AZ445 fit into the same frame and the cost of
these 2 units is very close. The AZ446 is the most popular of all
of our diesel units. All of these Lombardini diesel units have a fuel
pump that will lift fuel over 3 feet and could be connected to the
main fuel tank of a vehicle and are electric start. The advantage
of the diesel units is that they will outlast gasoline powered units
by at least 3x. The AZ444 and AZ445 have an auxiliary 12-volt
DC battery charging circuit, volt meter, elapsed time hour meter,
OSHA approved ground fault 120 volt receptacles, twist lock 120
and 240 volt receptacles, circuit breaker for each receptacle, full
power switching at 120 volts, low oil engine shut downs and
heavy-duty frames.

2,500 to 5,000w Portable GeneratorsNOVA-LITE

BB087 NOVA-LITE $5,175.95  

BB088 5000w Honda Generator $2,944.95  
BB089 6500w Honda Generator $3,509.95

EcoThrottle™
i-Monitor™
Honda GX commercial engine
Extended run time

Cat# Watts HP Frame Start Weight Size Price
AF809 2500 5 Handle Recoil 68 lbs. 22"x16"x17" $628.95
AF810 2500 5 Frame Recoil 76 lbs. 24"x16"x17" $678.95
AC843 5000 8 Handle Elec./Rec. 103 lbs. 26"x18"x18" $866.95     
AC844 5000 8 Frame Elec./Rec. 117 lbs. 30"x21"x20" $1,024.95

Cat# Watts HP Weight Size Price
AZ444 5000 7.5 182 lbs. 28"x22"x25" $3,596.95
AZ445 6000 10 187 lbs. 28"x22"x25" $3,599.95
AZ446 13000 19 380 lbs. 39"x26"x29" $7,924.95    

Electric Start

BB089

Two-wheel transport kit
120/240V selector switch 
& optional electric starting

Honda Generators
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Volt Master America Generator

Long life diesel engine 
with low oil shut down
Hour meter for 
maintenance 
scheduling
OSHA approved 
ground fault 
receptacles
Volt Meter
Limited 2-year engine/
generator warranty
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